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PALLADIANA.
SIXTEEN years have elapsed since the publication qf my edition of
the Lausiac History of Palladius, and twelve since the publication
of the tract on the Authorship of the Dialogue on the Life of Chrysostom.
During these years the two works have been the object of study and of
criticism on the part of a number of scholars of first rank; and in particular during the years of the war they have been occupying the attention of several scholars 1n Germany. It is my intention in a series of
three articles, 'Palladiana ', to take a survey and form an estimate
of the work that has been bestowed upon Palladius and the cognate
literature since the appearance of the two works mentioned above.
The s~bject matter of the articles will be :
I. The Lausiac History : Questions of Text;
II. The Lausiac History : Questions of History ;
Ill. The Dialogus de Vita Gnrysostomi.
I.

THE LAUSIAC HISTORY: QuESTIONs OF TExT.
Since the appearance of the Greek text in 1904, there have been
produced one new edition of the Greek and three translations.
The edition is that of Abbe A. Lucot 1 : the text is substantially mine,
but is an improvement on it in that the readings of the Wake MS, which
I could record only in an appendix, have been incorporated in the text
as I should have wished, had I (ound the MS in time. It is accompanied by excellent Introduction, Notes, and Index, all Lucot's own,
supplementing and criticizing those which I had furnished. A French
translation, at once literal and easily readable, is provided. So that in
all respects this French edition has supplied what is needful for
a successful popularization of Palladius's book.
A German translation has been made by Dr Krottenthaler,? and an
English one by Mr Lowther Clarke, 8 both from my text. The latter is
an excellent and scholarly piece of work, presenting the Lausiac History
1

Palladius, Hisloire Lausiaque, in series of' Textes et Documents pour !'etude
historique du Christianisme '· (Picard, Paris, 1912.)
1
Palladius, Leben derheiligen Vater, in' Bibliothek derViiter'. (Kosel, Kempten,
191 2.)
1
Lausiac Hzstory of Palladius. (S.P.C.K., London, 1918.)
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in an attractive English dress. Another English translation, from the
Syriac, has been made by Dr Wallis Budge, and forms Book I of the
great Syriac collection of monastic material named ' The Paradise of
the Holy Fathers '. 1
To turn now to the text itself. When the edition appeared in 1904
it was carefully reviewed by well-known scholars, and various criticisms
· were passed on the method of editing adopted. Among those who
criticized was Dr Richard Reitzenstein in, the book Helleni'stz"sche
Wundererziihlzmgen ( 1906); and, so he tells us, in order to find relief
from the strain of war conditions, he returned to the subject, and produced in 1916 a substantive monograph on the two works Htstoria
Monachorum and Hz"storz"a Lausiaca. 2 Here, amid a mass of material
of considerable value in illustration of the earliest monachism, runs
a continuous thread of criticism of my text, on the ground that the
authentic text is that of the Turin MS (my T), which I did. not adopt
as the principal authority. This judgement, if well founded, would
vitiate my edition through and through; and this Reitzenstein says :
'Unfortunately Butler has wholly misjudged the worth of the most
important MS, T .... A new edition of the text is urgently needed'
(op. cit. p. 2, note). This verdict is being accepted currently by German
scholars, as by Kriiger: 'Reitzenstein seems to me to have brought
forward very cogent reasons for holding that Butler's text, through the
neglect of codex T, is untrustworthy' (Theologz"sche Rundschau, 1917,
p. 75); and Hausrath: 'Through the entire book are strewn fully convincing and illuminating emendations of the text of Butler's edition'
(Berlz"ner Phz"lologt'sche Wochenschrijt, 1916, col. 1361). 8
In the same place Reitzenstein pronounces my edition to have been
made 'with the most devoted industry, but not always with adequate
philological equipment'. In the presence of a scholar like Reitzenstein
who has won for himself recognition as a philologist of eminence,
I have no difficulty in acknowledging this criticism to be well founded.
But I, on my side, say that he betrays no appreciation of the principles
or procedure of scientific textual criticism. A theme running through
the book is the assertion of the claim of the philologists to divide the
ground with the theologians. Here and there the historians also are
1 (Chatto and Windus, London, 1907.)
2 Historia Monachorum und Historia Lausiaca, eine Studie zur Geschichte des
Monchtums in 'Forschungen zur Religion und Literatur des A. und N. Testaments'·
(Vandenhoeck, GOttingen, 1916.)
8 Dr Hausrath's competence as a judge is, however, gravely compromised by
the fact that he has read Reitzenstein's book with so little care as to confuse the
two works, Hist. Mon. and Hist. Laus., and so attributes to Reitzenstein and to
Preuschen' the absurd notion that the Latin form of Hist. Laus. is the original.
(Ibid.)
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recognized. What here follows is in effect an assertion of the claim to
a place for that humbler class of workers, the textual critics. The
question to be worked out is a wider one than whether T or P be the
better MS of the Lausiac History : its interest lies in the contrast
between the ideas of the philologists and of the textual critics as to the
method of constructing a text.
In order to make the ensuing discussions easily intelligible it is
necessary to recapitulate briefly the outstanding textual facts of the
Historia Lausiaca. 1
There are two great types of the text :
B-a longer form, contained in the great majority of the Greek MSS,
and in .the printed editions previous to my own ;
G.--a shorter and simpler form, found in a very small number of
Greek MSS, but also in the principal early versions, two Latin aud two
Syri~c, and printed for the first time in my edition.
It is not possible to prove priority of date for either type of text ;
each can be shown to have existed in the fifth century. 2 I gave reasons
for the conclusion that G is the original text and B a metaphrastic
enlargement of it. 3 The theory that B was a revision of his own work
by Palladius himself cannot be said to be excluded ; but, so far as
I know, it has not been defended by any critic. Nor has any one yet
.come forward to assert that B is the original form of the text.
On the ground, therefore, that G is the original form of the work,
and also because it had not yet been edited, whereas B was already in
print, and (with certain precautions) could be read in Migne P. G. xxxiv,
I decided to edit G, leaving B alone, except in so far as it might help to
determine readings of G. The text of B presents no difficulty as Greek
MSS abound. But for G the materials are scanty and in a high degree
unsatisfactory. Only one Greek MS has so far been found containing
the whole book in a G text: this is P (Paris, 1628) a late and deteriorated copy. An earlier and better, but closely related, MS contains
about half the book in a G text: this is W (Wake, 67). These are the
only Greek MSS offering consistent G texts.. Three other Greek
textual witnesses offer G texts in parts of the work and B texts in other
1
These are worked out in full detail in the Introduction to my edition, on the
' Sources of the Text'.
2
On p. xxxv of my Historia Lausiaca 11, I place the life of Olympias in the
seventh-century; this is an error, it dating probably from the second half of the
fifth (Rrvue de /'Orient chritien, 1906). It contains long passages of the B text
from eh. !vi.
3
Ibid. pp. xxvii-xxxi, I showed that Sozomen bears witness to the G text.
Reitzenstein appears to hold that he used not the Lausiac historv but sources used
also by Pulladius. This view, if correct, would afford pro~f positive of the
priority of G.
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parts (these are my T, A, and V C); and there are a few. fragments.
The early versions, however, come to the rescue. The G text is witnessed to throughout the entire work quite unequivocally by the early
Latin version (lat1 ), and in great part by another Latin version (lat 2),
and by two Syriac versions (syr11 syr2). It is these versions that make
it possible to judge the Greek MSS and edit the G text.
In my volume of the text a number of pieces are printed in juxtaposition from Band G (see pp. xix, xxxii, xxxvi-xli, xlv, !xi, lxii, 202-203);
and some samples are given below. Any one who studies these passages,
or who compares almost any page of my text (G) with the corresponding
place in Migne P. G. xxxiv (B), will realize that the two forms of text
differ so continuously, though in very varying degrees, that eacoh form
would require to be edited by itself as an independent text; the attempt
to record the readings of one in a critical ·apparatus as variants of the
other would in most parts of the. book .be cumbersome be}'ond
endurance, and indeed quite impracticable. Often the B enlargements
are merely stylistic and ornamental; often the piece has been wholly
rewritten; often substantive passages consisting of several lines have
been inserted.
Concerning the broad features of these two texts there is no room for·
uncertainty. By the control oflat 1 and the other versions, supplementing
P and the few other incomplete Greek MSS, it is possible to construct
a G text with proximate correctness ; and, apart from the inevitable
minor variants, the B text is known with perfect certitude from the
Greek MSS. There are two texts, a shorter and a longer recension, the
line of demarcation between them being as clear-cut as that between
the short and long_ recensions of the genuine Ignatian Epistles. It is
open to any one, if he see fit, to argue that B is the original form of the
work, and G an abridgement. But the entire sweep of B readings and
enlargements has to be accepted or rejected as a whole. The principles
of scientific textual criticism declare that it is not possible to pick and
choose from among them those that seem good in an editor's eyes.
Yet this is what Reitzenstein desires to do.
In illustration we may take the case ofNathanael (eh. xvi),l with which
he deals in detail, maintaining that T has preserved the authentic text.
This is a good test case of the whole theory. In the following table
the three texts, G, B, and T, are printed in parallel columns.
1

The numbers of the chapters are those of my edition.
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G

(Migne P. G. xxxiv 1041)

W P lat1 lat2 syr1 syr, ·
rErovEv t'iA>.:os T<S
wl..a.Ciw
UvOpaTt N a9ava~A..
TOVTov E7W (Wvra p.~v oV ««TEI.~TJ'f:O.' 'KE,KOtJ.I!)TO rap 1rp0 TijS
EJ.ITJS E<uoliov
rrpo
~TWII liEKJ.trEIIT<' TOts li~

avvatrKf]uaatv aUrfJ
«al dvvxpovluaat 7rEptrvxWv
~cptA07rparp.ovovv
Toil dvlipos T7jv dpETfjv. ~li«[av
aE p.ot atfroV ( Ka2 J* T~v Kf'A."Aav,
Eis ~v cp~eEt. p.Ev oinciTt oV5eis
liui TO E~-yvrlpw aVrTJV elvat
rijs olKovp.Ev7Js· E~tEi'vos "'fd.p
rOTE aVTf7v EKnaev

rat.

~uav ol &.vaxOJP7]·
linryoVvTo oOv
Toifro

'trEp(

aVToiJ E(wpf:rOJs,

3TE <T7r&vtot

Ort

ToaaVT7]V

Eaxev ·

VrroJL0V1]V Ev rfjJ ltE"AA.lrp Ws
p.7j tTa~<vllijva~
,
,

TTJS rrpoliHHOJS, Ell ofs Ep.'Jrtltx8fls «aT' dpxas 1rapd Toil
7TQ.O'tV EJ.LTTal(o11TOS' Ka2 d:rrarWvTOS'

lialj.tovos,

ilio[Ev dl<t]litiiv Els T7jv
TrpWTTJII KEAAQII'
·
«al drrEMwv (1;>..;..'1"
l1CTU1E 1TA1Jf1,t&.1Tfpov KWJA.1JS.

011

ETEp6s TLS' TWJJ ci")'[C&JV "'f~"'fOJIEJI
wai\atc'iJv liptUTOS' d.8:A.1]ri}S Toil

T
(Turin MS. graec. 141.) Same
text as G except-

TliJV

XptiTTOV, ov6p.aTt Nallavafjl...
"

'

\I

\

'

I

TOVTOJI E"'(W EJI UapKt OV KaTEl.-

ATJ<{>a' KEKOtJ.ITJTO rap rrpo TijS

Ep.ij-:; Elu68ov Ev Tip OpEt trpO
ETWv lJft,aTTfVTe Tot's aE
uv~autn7uau~ T~ O:ylrp ToV~'f'

aimp after uvrxpoviua!Tl

Kat O'IJVXPDVtO'aUt 1TEptTVXWV,
<{><AO<{>pOVOJS "'pWTOJII Trfpl TijS
ToiJ d~Op~)s d~ET~S. ~lJEt!av a,f
JlOt avTot Kat T~V KEAAav, fl.S
+}v rf;HEt Jl~V oV~tfTt oiJlJE~S
a.a TO <rrvTEpOJ Eivat Tijs
ol~tovp.Ev7Js· E~ttlvos·"'(af! 0

*~ta2

pa~tlrpws T6re aVT~V EKTtO'EV

UTT&vwt .quav ol d.va XOJP'1}Tal. 8tTJ"'(OiJvTo DE p.ot ToiiTo
';Ept, aVToV !£alperov, r1js ,
aUK7JUECJs1 OTt roua.vrqv EUXEV
bTTop.6vqv f.v r/jl ICEAAicp, Ws
p.7j IT<l..wllijvai rroTE TOVTOV
d.1rO T7js 1rpoO~uEOJS. Ev ols Ep.-·
TTatxOds ~tar' d.pxds 1rapd Toil
1TU.atv Ep:rrai(ovTos Ha~ d1ranVvros
lJa[p.ovos, TuiJ Ka~ TOii'TOV Tfj
d.~e718i.q. 1TEpt/3aA6vTos, lla~ rijs
K~AA7JS aVTOv E£ EA.auavros.
EliO(fV rap dK1Jlitav EIS T~V
0TE

1TpW~'fJv ,"EA~av. d~ax~p.q~.as

EltftVTJS'

u:rr~A6wv

aA.,A7JV

<KT<IT<V TrATJIT<CJJTEpoV KWJ.ITJS.

* «al is not in W P, but is
represented in the four versions.

* These three readings should
probably be adopted in G
against WP.

The Devil had recourse to various devices to induce him to leave his cell.
B

G

T

'~v of~ Ka~ T?iJTo• ,EtrtTTJP10'as

E7rTd. E7TtUIC6-

7TOJV

d"Y'"'" E7rlUKE1{;lV'
~ E~t

8EuV upovolas

rEIIOJ.IliiTJII ~ lK TrE<patTp.ov

fKEivov,

11al 6Al"'(oV aiJTUv

~{WKE<AE Tfj< rrpoliEIT<OJS.

TWv rap fTrtiTKOTrOJV

p.ETa TO <v[aullat ~!•pxop.ovOJv,
ov rrpolrr• J.llf•v av'roVs
ovli~ {3ijp.a rrolios.
A~"'fOV(ftV aiJT/jJ

ol lJtWtovot •
"1'7rEpfjrpavov

0 J-UUUJCQJ\Oi ETT1]pEaUat TOVTOV Ea7ToVOOaEv Els E-y~eorrfJv
Tijs TrpoflEn~OJS. E1rrd E;maK6-

7rOJV ar<OJII ETr<ITKEtfap.<VWV
T0v li:ywv, /j E~e 8toli 1t'pu,olas,

/j E! inro9laEOJS ToV 1TE•paap.oV

f~ E~tELvov,

1rap' OAL"'(oV aVTOv

<[w«<<l..< Tijs rrpollou<OJS.
Ti»v "'(dp E1rta~e61TOJV p.ETd. T~v
~u[uKElf;tv EV!ap.EvOJv, JCa2
J.I<Ta Tijv •vxiw ~!•uvTwv,

oV upoEuEJ'lf;Ev aVroVs 0 "'(EVva(ps oOB~ f3ijp.a 7To8Us, iVa
p.7j a.p XWpav TqJ !J<ITOKaA<p.
l..lrovuw avTo/ ol lita«ovot
TfilV f'lrtO'K6JrOJV" ''rTTEp'IJcpavov

E1rTa E1FtaHV7T~v ,«'YlOJ~ 'E1Tt(J~flf;ap.f~OJv

avTuV, 1j EIC (}Eov 1TpOVOl0S
lj E£ irrroBErrEcus Toli Trttpaa JJoV,
wap' OA.l"'fov aVrOv
~{WKHA< Tijs rrpoliEITEOJS,
TWv 7dp ErruTK6TTOJV p.eTd. T1}v
f.TT[U~eElf;w EV(ap.EvOJv, KaJ
fi.ETd T1]v EVx_~v E(d.~vTOJV 1
oV rrpoEtrep.tfEV aVroVr 0 'fEVvai'os ovli~ {3ijp.a rrolios.
AE"(oVO'tV aVrfjJ ol BuiKoVot •
'Trrepfjcpavov
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flfJ

:ro••ls' [ ap.a,a.,] *

7rp07rEf.l7rOIV

TOV< ETruJI<O-

0 a~ AE7E& aVTo'is· 'EJW
~t!U Tols Hvplo,s p.ov roi's
hnuKOrrots
'ITOVS.

T

B

G
7rpa"(pa

11pa'Ypa ~na(v, ~tl~a,
pt)

trp~1rEf1T~V

a.

TrOV<. 0
'
~at' T0 VS

TVV''S

E~tO'~O-

'

AE''fEI avTO!<" E"(W
'
'
KVpt~VS
J.WV TO~S

1

E1Tl.dK01TOVS C1E{30J,

~eat

71'BJITQ

11pa"'fpa <p"fa(11
JATJ TTpoTr~p.rrOJv ToVs ETrtuK61Tovs. ~~"'(H ~Vroi's· 'E')'~
J<al Tov• l<vpwv• pov TOV<
E1runcU'II'ovs uf/30J Kat 1rtivra

T0v KAfjpov TtjJ.GJ, Kal miVTC&IV

T0v KAijpov TtJlW, tca£ 1nlVTet~V

dv8pWrrQJJI E'YW 0 iip.apTOJAOs
TT<pi!fTJpa. 11a<J•
TOvTo~<
KaL OA.cp rfi; /3Irp l5uov TO
f71'' EJ.Lot Tfl 1rpo8Eaet dwE9avov.
"(Up I<EI<pvpJ.l~Vov a~Orr~v bv oi8Ev ,0

dv8 fWTTQJ~ ,

a<

lxw "(UP IW<pvp.0

,

<xw

11Eptif'T}pa

..

E<f.lt • TTQ<JI {)(,

J<al ilAq> Tip

,
TOVTOI<

J<O<I1''1'

<xw {)(,

9•o• Tf}v J<apliiav pov

ICVptOS, 0 Kat Ta. KpVtrTa

dTTE9avov·
J<<Kpvp.p.fvov rncOrrov Kat o16Ev 0
9•o• Ti)v J<apliiav p.ov

Bu) oV

rfj,s E~fj~ Kap8,'ar; El8Ws,
otp. Tt ov TTpo<TT<p>/Ja.

8u}

d7rl9avov·

p~vov O'~t6TToP, Kat oT8fv

7tpoTTi}J-1TOJ

aVroV'S.

oV

7rpotrJJ1.7TOJ Kvp[ovs p.ov.

* a.a.aa. w p
lat2 syr1 :
omitted.

syr,; om lat,
probably should be

In the opening portion T presents an absolutely pure G text, indeed
in two or three points probably a better one than W P. But in the
second portion T agrees with B in the principal points of difference
from G. Reitzenstein's comment here is that the G text is that of' the
inferior MSS, which abbreviate the story'.
Prescinding from the
general phenomena ofthe two texts throughout the work, and concentrating on this passage alone, this idea might be defensible, were the
two Greek MSS W P the only witnesses to G; but in this case we have
also all four versions, which support W P/ and shew that their text is
not one that has arisen in a subordinate group of Greek MSS, but
is the genuine text of the G form of the book. In nearly all the
numerous cases wherein Reitzenstein asserts the superiority of the
T reading, the difference lies in a B reading found in T, but not in W P
or the versions.
It is evident that Reitzenstein's contention postulates that the text
preserved in T is the authentic text, the other two forms being derived
from it, G by abbreviation, B by interpolation. It is necessary to
examine whether such a textual theory is admissible.
The great outstanding fact is that the principal Greek representatives
of G, viz. Wand P, and also syr" form a group apart, marked by certain
corruptions in common that may be called monstrous. The principal
of these corruptions are ( 1) the omission of certain sections by W P
syru amounting to about 100 lines in all, and accepted as genuine
1 Attention has to be called to the fact that for lat and both syr recourse must
1
be had to MSS, the printed editions containing texts revised on B MSS (Lausiac
.
History 11, lxxvi, lxxix).
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portions of the book by all the critics, Reitzenstein included 1 : ( 2) a reconstruction and change of order in the second part of the work, eh. xl
to the end; here again the critics agree that this order is a depravation
of that found in the other main tradition of the text, that viz. of the
metaphrastic recension B, and of the Latin version latl" Let the lost
G MS from which the metaphrast made B, be called f3; and the one from
which lat1 was made, be called.\. It has been shewn in the Introduction to my edition that {3 and .\ were closely akin, and preserved a purer
tradition of G than W P syru being free from the corruptions just noted
as common to W P syr1• Unfortunately no copy, and not even the
smallest fragment, of the type of Greek text [3 A. has yet been brought
to light.
But T quite definitely belongs to the same group as W P syr11
sharing in the corruptions just signalized. This means that W PT and
syr1 are all alike the progeny of a single vitiated ancestor, y.
Nor is this all : within the group there is a special affinity between T
and syr1, which sometimes agree together in very striking readings
against all the other authorities. The principal case occurs in eh. xl on
Ephraim:
W P B lat~"
KQTOtKTHp~craS

'lrQfTQV T~V aypatKtaV OtacpOnpop.l.vYJV 7rpoo-YJA.()£ TOt'>
&.opot') iv VA'[J KQL .\l.yn aVTOt'i" T{vo'>
i!v£K£V OVK €.\£aT£ T~V avOpw7rLVYJV
Otacp0£tpop.l.vYJV cpvcrtv;

T

syr~"

KQTOtKT€tp~CFQ')

T~V
av0pW7r€tQV
OtacpOnpop.f.vYJV cpvcrtv, 7rpoo-'YJA.0£ TOt'>
7rAOvcr£ot> €v v.\y Kat Myn aVTOt'>"
T{vo> xapw OV p.tp.€tfT0£ TOV Owv ~~~
cptA.avOpw7rtav;

In this place Sozomen decisively supports W P B lat1 : KaT£p.l.p.cpaTo
TOV'i TU'i OVCTLQ'i ;xovTa'> W'i ov ol.ov V7r£popwvT£'> TO bp.6cpv.\ov a7rop{q. €mTYJodwv cp0£tp6p.£VOV (iii r6). Thus the T syrl reading is proved to be an
error that had crept into a common ancestor, one of the progeny of y,
but of the sixth century, for copies of syr1 exist dating from that century.
(For another case, see Introduction, p. lxii.)
The facts just recited call for a stemma somewhat as follows, as the
pedigree of the principal sources for the text. (See next page.)
This stemma makes it clear at a glance that by no possibility can T
be the original text from which have been derived G and B. I confidently challenge Reitzenstein to construct any tolerable pedigree
embodying the priority ofT.
Were the text of T even a homogeneous whole, a middle text from
beginning to end, al}d bearing the same relation throughout to G and
1 So also Bousset, in a review of Reitzenstein's book, in Giittinget Nachn"chten,
1917·
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~

'/

(remodelling oflatl'r
portion of book.)

.

I

w
p

T

NoTE.-u and -rare the lost Greek MSS from which were derived syr1 and T.
It is not pretended that the stemma covers all the textual facts ; it covers the greater
outstanding facts above recited. In cases of any considerable complexity it is not
possible to construct a stemma to cover all the facts. VC are twin MSS preserving
an independent G text in certain chapters.

to B, the theory of its being the original text might have had some
prima facie verisimilitude. But it is not homogeneous. .Throughout
the greater portion of the book T presents a perfectly pure G text of
the type of Wand P (as in the first portion of Nathanael, above); in
certain other portions (eh. xvii, xviii, lxvi, lxvii, lxviii) it presents what is
practically a full B text 1 : in these chapters I did not record its readings
1

This may be illustrated from the opening words of eh. xvii on the two Macarii :

G
W P lat1 lat 2 Syr1
-rd. HaTti ToVs

B

T
Saine as B except-

. Td., ",aTd ToVs d:ylo~s
~tat u8,111aTOVS TTUTE-

~Vo

M.aKaplovs,

-roVs
datBipovs- O.v8pas,

dotOfJLOVS'

p~S' ~aK<ipwv, rVv ,
At:yvrrTLOV Kat M. Tuv
'AA.E[D;vBpE:;, ToVs ,
fEVVQLOVS

,avf5pas ~Kat.

QICQTU"'(CtJ71LUTOVS'

a.6-

J...TjT(I.':; -roV EvapETov

Kal f5VumuTa 5vTa,
U~evW ~tal

Ai"(EtV Kat "Yptlcf>Etv,

{3iov 0.8Aa 11oAAd OvTa
JCal: p.E-yal\a, ~eat fUKpoV
OEW BVurrtUTa Tot's
&:rrLuTOLS, O~evOJ f5t'I'}-

om aOJ\..a

'Y~uau9at t<al ""'(pa-

t<wpat

cpfj 1Tapalloiivat, p.f}
p.fftrOTE Ita{ 'I{IEVUTOV

1TOTE Ka( 'lfE{J(fTOV

VftOJ\..fJ.Ptv dft<VE""'(t<OJp.at

llu,av &.,.• .,,"'f,.OJJ.<a•

O~tvW

.. : d11'EVE')'same as G
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in the apparatus ; in other chapters again ( viii, xiv, xv, xvi, xix, xxi,
xxxvii, lxi, lxii), though the text is fundamentally G, yet B readings and
enlargements are found in varying degrees.
My own interpretation of the phenomenon of the varying amount of
B elements in T, was that the text of T was fundamentally a G text
of the same type as W P, though in its pure state a better one than
theirs; but that it has unfortunately undergone revision in varying
degrees on a B MS. This hypothesis of contamination by B is no mere
deus ex machina; it has been shown in the Introduction that every one
of the principal Greek G texts exhibits signs, greater or less, of such infiltrations of B.
In some places in T the indications of the intrusion of material from
B lie on the surface : had Reitzenstein written out in full the passage of
T in Nathanael that he accepts as the true text 7rapaTYJp~a-a<; £1rTa lma-Ko7rwv bna-K•lf!ap.~vwv avTov (Table, p. 25) he would have recognized
that the bad grammar proclaims the patchwork (for another case see
Introduction, p. xix).
It is of course impossible to consider all, or nearly all, the T readings
defended by Reitzenstein; but a small number of them will be commented on.
( r) Both in Helleni'sti'sche Wundererziiklungen and in his recent book
Reitzenstein singles out for special treatment the account of Sarapion
Sindonita (eh. xxxvii). Sarapion had sold himself as a slave to some
actors in order to convert them, and when he had effected their conversion they wished to free him, and desired that he should live with
them ; he on his side gave them back the purchase money, which they
had originally paid for him, and desired to leave them and go and help
others; they then told him to distribute the money to the poor, and to
visit them at least once in each year : TOT£ Aiyova-tv avT<iJ· .:lo<; To XPva-{ov
TOt<; 1M"WXOt<;, rlppa{3wv yap ~JLtV y~yov£ fTWTYJp{a<;• rlAAa Kliv 8t' lvtaVTOV ~JLOS
opa (p. IIO, l. 15).

This implies that Sarapion retained the money as they asked, in order
to distribute it to the poor. Such is the text not only of W and.P, but
of a group of Greek G MSS, VC (independent of y), and of lat1 and
syrl. But after opa T adds: 0 ill cpYJfTLV' 'YjL£t<; 8oT€ TO VJLlr•pov· lyw yap
&Uorpta xp~p.ara ov ·xap{CoJLaL 7r~VYJa-tv.

·On these words Reitzenstein says that I have so completely mistaken
the primitive controversy on rlKTYJJLOfTvVYJ, ' poverty', that it is necessary
to sketch its outline; this he does in a note of a page and a half(p. 63).
The burden is that the primitive idea of rlKTYJJLOfTVVYJ was absolute
poverty, to possess nothing, but that mitigations tended to come in.
He concludes : ' He who cuts out the passage found only in T destroys
a special feature of the story, which, being opposed to the later Church
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theory, could easily have been suppressed but could hardly have been
inserted.'
'
The statement here is not correct, that the piece in question is found
only in T; it is also in B, after <rWTrJp{as. The fact that syr1 (the earliest
representative of y) supports WP in the omission shews that the sentence
was not in y; rior is it in lat1, the best representative of {3A., the other
principal branch of G; nor in VC, a subsidiary tradition of G independent of both f3A. and y. Thus it would be impossible to have
a stronger body of external evidence against the authenticity of the
sentence, as any one versed in the methods of textual criticism will see
by referring to the stemma (p. 28). Were this the only piece common
to T and B alone, Reitzenstein's theory might claim consideration; but
it is only one out of a hundred and more, found not only in this chapter
but in various portions of the work. In the great majority of these
cases no motive could with any show of reason be alleged for their
suppression; and it would be fantastic to suggest that in all these cases
the matter found only in T and B had been cut out in all the other
types of text (W P, VC, and the versions) independently of each other.
Reitzenstein's exegesis of the passage is thus shewn to be arbitrary
and fanciful, the words in dispute being only one in the series of
B additions incorporated in T.
(2) There are certain readings of T, really singular, defended by
Reitzenstein. Let us test one of them. At the end of note 5, p. 196,
he refers to p. 14, l. I 7, as a place wherein T alone has preserved the
original reading. The passage is near the end of the long introductory
piece, and stands thus in my text :
inr£p o£ Ovp{oa cpwTttV~V JL<TaUwK£ dvopwv T£ Kat yvvatKWV ou{as
uvvrvx{as, Zva Ota TOVTwv, Ka0a7r£p A£1rToypacpov {3t{3A.{ov, 'OvvrJBii<> uacpws
lo£"iv Kat T~v u~v KapUav, Ota T~<; 1rapaO£u£w<; ~v pq.Ov[t!av ~ ~v d[tiAnav
ovvaf-t£Vo<; ~v u~v ooKtf-tatnv.

B lat1 KaBa7r£p AmToypacfwv {3t{3A.tov
W P Ka0a7r£P A.€yn To ypacpov {3t{3A.{ov
T Ka00.7r£P Aiyn To ypacfnK<'w A.oywv.
This last is the reading that Reitzenstein believes to be original.
I wonder did he consider the question, What 'Scriptural text' (for
ypacptKov A.Oywv can mean nothing else) could be referred to? Further,
did he consider by what process A£7rToypacpov {3t{3A.[ov could have
originated out of A.€yn To ypacptKov A.oywv? It is easy to see how the
A.iy£t To ypacpov of W P could have come, from A£7rToypacpov, and then
how To ypacptKov A.Oywv was a further 'correction ', an attempt to patch
up the meaningless and impossible reading of W P, the congeners of
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T, which the scribe of T (or rather of its ancestor T) found in his MS.
But the reverse processT : W P : ,8lat1
seems plainly impossible.
It will not- be questioned that, in itself, To ypacfnKov A6ywv is
a simpler and more obvious idea than Aerrr6ypacpov ,8t,8Atov; and so
Reitzenstein seems to adopt, irrespective of all the considerations that
would weigh with the textual critic, just the reading that appears to him
to give the best meaning : though in this case I do not think it really
does so.
When printing my edition I put AerrT6ypacpov ,8t,8Arov between t t
as probably corrupt, and suggested AE1rroypacpwv ,8t,8A{wv. M. Lucot
has adopted this ; but I now see that no correction is needed.
Mr Lowther Clarke translates the text as follows : ' Go near a bright
window and seek encounters with holy men and women, in order that
by their help you may be able to see clearly also your own heart as it
were a closely-written book, being able by comparison to discern your
own slackness or neglect ' : as at a window one is able to read a closelywritten book, so will you be able to read your own heart in the light of
the examples and sayings of holy men contained in this book. 1 The
idea is artificial and the wording rhetorical, but not more so than much
else in the book : in this Prologue and in other places the· author shews
himself something of a rhetorician. I conclude that the reading of T
cannot be adopted.
(3) Let us take another example of such subjective critical methods.
At p. 16, l. 5 occur the words 8ta T~v 8o{Nicrav ~JL'iv 1rapa Tov Xpunov
l~ovcr{av.
XptcrTov is the reading of the three G MSS, W P and T
alike, and of B. 2 It is also attested by both Latin versions. The two
Syriac versions, however, have 'God'; and, apparently, just because he
likes it better, Reitzenstein adopts this reading, writing Tov ®EOv in place
of Tov XptcrTov (pp. I 56, I 57). Here, I cannot but think, the 'philologist' betrays himself. It may safely be said that no professional
textual critic would venture to alter the text in face of the evidence.
But philologists, especially when dealing with classical works,·commonly
have to edit texts from very scant materials, often from a single MS.
In such cases conjectural emendation has to play a large part, and the
editor's critical acumen is shewn in the choice of the best out of
a number of proposed emendations. Such subjective methods have
small place in ecclesiastical texts like the Lausiac History, for the
1 Similarly the German translator. I do not think Mr Lowther Clarke's 'Go near
a bright window' can be allowed to pass; rather, 'Better than a bright window'.
2 Certain B MSS have variant Kvplov, but the support of lat is proof that Xp111'Tov
1
was certainly the correct reading of {3 and B.
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editing of which there exist textual sources so copious as to be even
embarrassing.
(4) In eh. xviii, on Macarius of Alexandria, is a series of four
short passages found in the Greek offspring of y, viz. W PT,. also in lat 2
(and the closely allied Coptic, where extant), but absent from B, lat1
syr1 (and syr2 where extant). These passages I printed, not in the text,
but underneath it as doubtful. Among them is the well-known conversation between Macarius and the hyena whose cub he had cured of
blindness. Reitzenstein criticizes me for excluding this passage, which
he regards as manifestly genuine.
My reasons were:
( r) In matter of structure and contents the union {3>.., represented
by B and lat1 , is, as has already been seen, the highest authority.
( 2) The Syriac version syr1 being the earliest by five centuries of the
extant offspring of y, its omission of these pieces demonstrates that they
did not stand in y, but crept into its Greek representatives at some later
date.
(3) Thus the passages do not belong either to f3A. or to y, the two
principal branches of G; nor do they belong to syr2 •
(4) They probably had their origin in the textual type represented
by lat 2 and Coptic. 1 This was a type very inferior to the other two, and·
inferior also to syr2 •
The phenomena seemed to be analogous to those of Hart's 'Western
non-interpolations'. I could go on interminably, but I shall confine
myself to one more instance.
(5) Reitzenstein says that the passage on p. so, ll. r2-r7, shews well
the worth of T. I print it, not as in my text, but as in T :
t:Jcp(}TJ avTii> KOPTJ TL~, w~ 8tYJY~O'aTO, KaOapav MJ6vTJV cpopovO'a Kat.KaT£xovO'a
{3avK&.Awv il8aTo~ U'Ta,ov· ~v ~A£Y£V /1:rrofhv avTov d'vat tbro O'TaUov. Kat
E7rt Tjplpa~ Tp£t<; ~8£V(J'£ f3A.€7rwV p.'tv a&~v jJ-£Ta TOV {3ovKaA[ov w~ €0'TWO'av,
KaTaA.a{3£tV 8£ av-rTjv P-~ 8vvap.£vo> w~ E71't TWV i£p€wv Kat TWV JJ-VO'TTJp[wv
~(J'TL i8£w Tij 8£ lA.1rt8t Tov 71't£w v1rop.dva> TJVTovn.

The only substantive difference from my text is the presence of the
words Kat Twv p.vU'TTJp{wv lO'Ttv i8£'iv, found in T and B. The sentence
has been a crux for the translators, ancient and modern alike. Reitzenstein says (p. 176, note) that evidently ('offenbar') the words w> l71'L •••
i8£w have got out of their place and ought to come between €U'Twuav
and KaTaA.a/3£'iv, thus restoring an intelligible meaning to the passage.
1
The Coptic version is extant only in a few fragments. Its principal value is
that it demonstrates, by its close relationship with Iat2 , that this latter is no mere
Latin depravation of one of the other Greek texts, but represents a real Greek type
of text independent of /3'A and "I alike.
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This reconstruction depends on two things, ( 1) the authenticity of the
words KaL -rwv p.vurYJp{wv lunv iikiv, and ( 2) the displacement of the
clause of which they form part. It does not seem to present any
difficulty to Reitzenstein that the clause (whether with or without the
words KaL -rwv p.vurYJp{wv lunv ill£'Lv) stands in its present place in all
the Greek witnesses to the text, WP and T and B alike, and quite
definitely in both Latin versions (the Syriac omit or alter the passage).
Thus the hypothetical transposition would have to be placed at a point
in the textual history prior to the formation of any one of the extant
types of the text-prior to the point G in the stemma on p. 29.
As to the words KaL -rwv p.vu-r1Jp{wv lu-rLv ill£w, they are found only in
T and B. Reitzenstein's explanation is that having got out of their
proper place they were left out as unintelligible by the scribe of P (he
should have said, the scribe of the archetype of P and W). But such
a scribe would surely not have allowed the still more unintelligible ws
brL -rwv l£ptwv to remain. Here once again the words of TB defended.
by Rei~enstein have no trace in either of the Latin or either of the
Syriac versions. They are demonstrably no more than one of the series
of B glosses taken over by the scribe of T. He says that I rejected
the words as a gloss without considering whether they have any
meaning. I. wonder did he consider the meaning of his own reconstruction-whether girls robed in white linen could have been seen
in the Christian Mysteries? they could be seen in Catholic processions
in modern times, but hardly in the Liturgy of the fourth century.
I still hold that I was well advised in regarding the words ws· brL -rwv
lEplwv as of the nature of Hort's 'primitive errors', 'one affecting the
texts of all existing documents, and thus incapable of being rectified
without the aid of conjecture', and that the proper thing to do was to
leave them as such between t t. 1
· What has been said will, I . hope, have made it clear that my
refusal to take T as the most authentic source for the text was
motived by the deterioration it had undergone through infiltrations
of the metaphrastic rewriting of the book which is found in B ; not,
as Reitzenstein suggests, by its having preserved 'the popular orthography of late Greek'. I do not know how he can have ascertained
this feature of T. No eye but my own has examined this MS in
1

In the apparatus the conjecture was offered that' sicut somnians' of lat 2 suggests

as the possible source of
OlC€niTOlN1€p€0lN

Lucot and Lowther Clarke adopt the suggestion ; the German translator omits the
dause, as did the Syrians; lat 1 boldly understands it of a sort of 'mirage'-' quod
in curvatura celi videri ambulantibus solet 1-but what the Greek could be does
not appear.
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modern times, and none ever will, for it perished in the fire of 1903.
So Reitzenstein can have no information concerning it, beyond that
·which I give in my volume. Nothing is there said of late Greek
orthography, but examples are given of such readings as lp.afYTVp{uaJI'To
Ta {rrrapxovTa aVrOV lv lK£{V{J Tfjs as lxwv ( lp.£p{uaVTO Ta {nrapXOVTa al>TOV
lv ~KtV'IjTots &. ~uxov); or Ka~ ~s for {3{as. I do not conceive that

these and such as these are instances of popular late Greek orthography.
However, when the editor arises who thinks T ought to be the basis
of the text, I shall be happy to place my notes at his disposal. I shall
be surprised if he does not soon come to the conclusion that the project
must be abandoned.
I do not think that Reitzenstein can have read with any care .the
1 Introduction on the Sources of the Text'.
Had he done so, I believe
his technical method in dealing with the textual problems would have
been different. And yet in the Preface I had given the warning that
'no one will be in a position to pass judgement on the text here offered,
who has not mastered the Introduction as a whole ' (p. iv).
~
·
There are places in which T alone of the Greek MSS has preserved
the true reading : this is possible under the stemma in cases where the
others have all gone wrong in different ways. An instance occurs on
p.: 109, ll. 9, ro, where T has cpvuts, WP 7rpoa{p£uts, VC 7rp6fhuts,
B £ets, and syr1 'asceticism'; lat1 supports T, 'natura': and so
I adopted cpv;ts in my text. In 1906 Reitzenstein .pronounced it
'wholly unintelligible'(' mir vollstandig qnverstandlich '-Hell. Wundererziihlungen p.. 65, note), and adopted t~ts; but he now recognizes
cpvuts as the true reading (p. 62; I accept his correction that Ka{ should
be omitted in I. 9). Similarly I do not doubt that there are other
singular readings ofT that preserve the true text; the trouble is to be
sure of them when they are not attested by a version.
To conclude : the whole series of definite B enlargements found in T
is to be rejected in its entirety. But there are also a number of what
may be called merely variant readings at.tested by T and B, and very
probably many of these are genuine, especially in the portions of the
book wherein T presents an unalloyed G text. In the Introduction
(p. xcii) I explained the reasons which made me chary in. accepting
such TB readings: owing to the extensive contamination of T by B,
though many of these TB variants must be right, each one is individually
suspect.
My most serious critics at the time the text appeared, Professors Turner
and Max Bonnet and Dr Preuschen/ were agreed that I relied too much
o~ the Paris MS (P). I admit that this is a valid criticism, and had
1 In Journal of Theological Studies, 1905; Revue des Etudes anciennes, 1904;
Theologische Literaturseitung, 1905.
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I discovered the Wake MS (W) at an earlier stage I would have followed
P much less confidently. The fact however remains that P is still the
'principal MS', being the only Greek MS that contains an unadulterated
G text of the whole book.
Prof. Turner urged in particular that the series of (3 lat1 readings
ought to have been incorporated. Should a Greek MS of the (3A. type
ever be forthcoming its claims would be strong to be made the basis of
the text; but so far not even the smallest Greek fragment of this type
of text is known to exist. The reasons for my decision not to attempt
to incorporate the (3 lat1 readings are set forth on p. lxxxiv of the
Introduction, and need not be repeated : they seem to me still to be
valid.
Were I to undertake now to re-edit the text, I would give less weight
to P, and greater weight to the variants (strictly so called) ofT, certainly
when supported by any other witness to the text. The text would, no
doubt, be improved in many places; but it would not be substantially
altered : only the production of a Greek MS of type (3A. could call for
substantial alterations.
I add a couple of notes on fresh textual material brought to light
since 1904.
( 1) A Greek MS in America had escaped my notice. It was
presented to the Library Company of Philadelphia a century ago, and is
now 'Ridgway, 1141 (Cent. xiv) '. It is fully described in Proceedings
of American Oriental Society, May, 1886. I have obtained photographs
of some pages, and they shew that the MS belongs to the great B class,
and is therefore of small value for textual purposes.
. ( 2) The fourth of the additional 'Homilies of Macarius ', printed by
Mr. G. L. Marriott from Bodleian Cod. Baroc. 213/ is made up of the
long chapter xlvii of Hist. Laus. 'Chronius and Paphnutius '. That
the piece is excerpted from Hist. Laus. is not in question (J. T. S. Oct.
1916 p. 68). It is a G text.
At the end, as if spoken by Paphnutius, occurs the difficult piece in
eh. lviii p. 152, ro-15 (cf. Introduction, p. lxii), also in a G text. It
is a welcome addition to the materials for establishing the text of one
of the most puzzling passages in the book.
E.
1
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